12.00pm – 1.00pm  
INTRODUCTION TO OPEN STREETS AUCKLAND  
QOP Cast (Ramon, Jay & Maihi)

12.05pm – 12.20pm  
AHAKOA TE AHA HE TANGATA KAPA HAKA

12.20pm – 1.00pm  
BREAK – MIKA VERSUS FASHION, 2MI & SONGS OF AROHA MUSIC

1.00pm – 1.40pm  
STREET TALK and KINGHOMEBOY

1.40pm – 2.00pm  
KIMIORA WILLIAMS-HART

2.00pm – 5.00pm  
CAST of 2MI Webseries

HOSTED BY TZE -

2.00pm – 2.40pm  
BEN HAMMOND & ILLEGAL DANCE CREW

2.40pm – 3.00pm  
VICKI MARTIN

3.00pm – 3.15pm  
BREAK

3.15pm – 3.30pm  
CHAINEY NATHAN

3.30pm – 3.45pm  
MOKOERA & TE AMO - ACOUSTIC SET

3.45pm – 4.00pm  
STUCK ON 24/7

4.00pm – 4.40pm  
MIKA & QUEENS OF PANGURU (Ramon, Jay & Maihi)

4.40pm – 5.00pm  
BREAK

5.00pm – 5.15pm  
CHRISTOPHER OLOWAGE

5.15pm – 6.00pm  
BREAK

6.00pm – 7.00pm  
MIKA

DJ SET TILL END